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Unexpectedly successful in its minimal formulation…

The electroweak part of 
the Standard Model has 
been formulated by 
Glashow, Salam and 
Weinberg 

Physics Nobel Prize in 
1979

The “cosmic DNA”

The Standard Model of Particle Physics
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…by interacting with Higgs  
condensate collective  
fluctuations gain frequencies  
(or field quanta gain masses)

Spontaneous symmetry breaking
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Brout-Englert-Higgs 
mechanism

Important examples:

I.  electroweak SB in the SM
II. chiral SB in QCD

V (�) = �(�†�)2



July 4th 2012 
Higgs boson discovery announcement at CERN 

October 8th 2013 
F. Englert and P. Higgs were awarded with the Nobel Prize

“for the theoretical discovery of a 
mechanism that contributes to our 
understanding of the origin of mass of 
subatomic particles, and which recently 
was confirmed through the discovery of 
the predicted fundamental particle, by the 
ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s 
Large Hadron Collider”

5Five years later, no further discoveries at the LHC…
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Impressive performance of the SM

Low-hanging fruit is mostly gone



•  Quark/lepton masses  
   and hierarchy are  
   parameterized but not 
   predicted! 

•  Reasons why u-quark 
   interacts with the Higgs 
   condensate 100000 times 
   weaker than t-quark etc 
   are not well understood

•  Not clear why neutrino 
   is 10 billion times lighter  
   than t-quark

•  The Higgs sector properties 
    are poorly constrained yet 

•   No intrinsic mechanism for  
     neutrino oscillations 

•   No baryogenesis 

•   No Dark Matter and  
    Dark Energy explanation 

•   Vacuum stability issues 

•   Why e.g. weak interactions  
    are by 32 orders of 
    magnitude stronger than 
    gravity

•   Not clear why number of quark and lepton generations is equal to three 
•   Why quarks/neutrinos are mixing (with special patterns) while leptons don’t mix  
    (unknown origin/hierarchy of the mixing parameters)…

New Physics is necessary… but not directly seen yet

Open issues of the SM
Properties of matter are connected to properties of vacuum structures
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What is Beyond-the-SM physics?

Nobody knows (if it were known, to would be part of the SM).  
Many evidences favour BSM, we just don’t know what it is.

We have a plenty of good ideas and rich opportunities  
BUT! No guarantee we are on the right track.

“Looking and not finding is different than not looking”

Theorists and experimentalists should speak the same language

“Top-bottom” vs “Bottom-top” approaches:  
complimentary or alternative?



Matter fields 
(quarks/leptons)

Force fields  
(interactions)

SUSY 
concept

“geometrization”

“superspace”

…no signals so far
“desert” or something very interesting?

Planck scale

Towards the Planck: New Physics?
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Important example:
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Status of New Physics searches

CMS Exotica Physics Group Summary – ICHEP, 2016!
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Where is New Physics?
Even New Physics at ~100 GeV could escape our  detectors  

and might be difficult to see

•  Compressed spectra 

•  Displaced vertices 

•  Soft decay products, long decay chain (no significant MET) 

•  Uncolored New Physics (no coupling to coloured partons) 

•  Special new interactions (e.g. in multi-boson final states) etc

High-scale 
(UV scale)

Low-scale  
(IR scale)

•  Small FCNCs (heavy scalars?) 
•  Tiny neutrino masses (R-neutrinos?)
•  Very slow proton decay (?)

•  Small EDMs (axion?) 
•  Tiny vacuum energy (?)
•  light Higgs boson (light SUSY?)

Expectations
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Higgs boson window to BSM
Higgs boson discovery was an important milestone 

but we haven’t learned much about BSM yet

Christophe Grojean Naturalness Warsaw, Nov. 30, 20175

HEP with a Higgs boson

The Higgs discovery has been an important milestone for HEP
but it hasn’t taught us much about BSM yet

current (and future) LHC sensitivity 
O(10-20)% ⇔ ΛBSM > 500(g*/gSM) GeV 

not doing better than direct searches unless in the case of strongly coupled new physics
(notable exceptions: New Physics breaks some structural features of the SM

e.g. flavor number violation as in h→µτ)

typical Higgs coupling deformation:
�gh
gh

⇠ v2

f2
=

g2⇤ v
2

⇤2
BSM

Higgs precision program is very much wanted 
to probe BSM physics

Higgs coupling “deformations” 
due to New Physics

Best (HL/HE)-LHC sensitivity ~10-20%  
meaning that 

Christophe Grojean Naturalness Warsaw, Nov. 30, 20175

HEP with a Higgs boson

The Higgs discovery has been an important milestone for HEP
but it hasn’t taught us much about BSM yet

current (and future) LHC sensitivity 
O(10-20)% ⇔ ΛBSM > 500(g*/gSM) GeV 

not doing better than direct searches unless in the case of strongly coupled new physics
(notable exceptions: New Physics breaks some structural features of the SM

e.g. flavor number violation as in h→µτ)

typical Higgs coupling deformation:
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Higgs precision program is very much wanted 
to probe BSM physics

precision Higgs boson studies are much wanted to probe BSM!

Introduction CPC DM CPV DM Summary

The Standard Model and its shortcomings

A Higgs boson discovered

No significant deviation from
the SM

No signs of new physics

But no explanation for

DM

Fermion mass hierarchy

Extra sources of CPV
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JHEP 08 (2016) 045

Stefano Moretti (Southampton) DM in 3HDM Scalars 2017 3/27

not better than direct searches! 
 

unless new channels are discovered  
OR  

Higgs boson is composite (new strong dynamics)

•  Off shell Higgs production (e.g. ZZ) 
•  Boosted Higgs (e.g. h + high pT jet)
•  Double Higgs production



“Top-bottom” approach in BSM building

Postulate: a consistent SUSY GUT valid at high energy scales

Explore: the larger the symmetry, the fewer free parameters,  
the higher degree of unification

Study: to what extent the SM emerges as an EFT at low energies?

Hope: to explain seemingly arbitrary features of the SM  
(number of families, mass/mixing hierarchies, neutrino status etc)

Despite of remarkable consistency of the SM with to-date observations,  
it remains remarkably unsatisfactory. We have to 

 
(i) to explain why/where its features as they are/originate from,  

 
(ii) to better understand certain features that cannot be explained by the SM  
(neutrino sector, Dark Matter, Higgs “generations” and properties etc etc)

One possible way:

Any good candidates?



An example: SUSY Trinification

Natural hierarchy 
between  

GUT and EW scales!

Lund BSM activity

Stay tuned!



Outlook

SM works impressively well at energies accessible at the LHC

SM exhibits considerable (theoretical) deficiencies that remain  
to be resolved in extensions of the SM

Simplest known extensions of the SM with EW-scale New Physics  
(such as MSSM and compositeness) become largely constrained 

but do not offer elegant solutions to the most of the SM issues

If LHC resists to reveal New Physics for another decade 
Particle Physics will end up in a difficult situation 

but we should be more optimistic!

Meanwhile, New Physics is tricky and escapes our attention so much more  
work is needed in precision Higgs/flavor/neutrino physics, with possible 

outcomes from astroparticle physics experiments


